McGonen Named VP

PC Hires New Vice President for Academic Administration

Rev. Thomas D. McGonigle, O.P., a member of the Dominican Order and chairman of the Department of Theology at Providence College, has been named vice president for academic administration at Providence College, according to Rev. John J. Hennessey, O.P., president of the college. His appointment is effective July 1, 1993.

Father McGonigle will serve as principal academic officer of the college, and will have major responsibility in all faculty personnel matters. He will serve on the major administrative committees of the college and will be the college's representative at all meetings of the Faculty Senate. He will also teach in the college's Graduate School.

The new vice president succeeds Rev. James J. Hennessey, O.P., who served as acting vice president for academic administration for the 1992-1993 academic year. Rev. Hennessey is currently vice president and chair of the college's Department of Theology.

A native of Denver, CO, Father McGonigle has served since 1987 as vice president, academic dean, and associate professor of church history and spirituality at Catholic Theological Union in Chicago, IL. He served as president of the Aquinas Institute of Theology in Dubuque, IA from 1976-1986 following his service there as chair chaplain of the Dominican Missionaries of Mary in WI from 1981-1985. The Dominican priest has also conducted many missions for groups of men and women religious.

Benefiting Everyone

Service Employees International Union Versus PC Business Affairs

by Kristen Garlepy '96

The date: September 7, 1993. The place: The office and all night. The people? Any on-campus residence. The problem(s)? The air conditioners don't work, the bedroom windows won't open, the toilet won't flush, the stairways won't work, some windows don't have screens...and the list continues. It's frustrating to return home from class and find your apartment or dorm room in need of countless separate repairs. But do you turn to? Answer: the physical plant and its employees. On the other hand, some students and parents found themselves being handed a flyer. Superfluous students, we offer a free plant from Frey Florist or announce the trip to Newport. The notice discussed recent changes within the benefit plans for all employees of the PC campus. These employees include faculty, administrative, clerical, food service, security officers, and physical plant workers. The flyer explained that the Service Employees International Union, Local 143, which consists of Providence College physical plant workers, was less than satisfied with the changes that had taken place.

"Nothing is final until a contract is final" states, the College simply examined the very contracts, changes down their threats without considering alteration. The notice goes on to discuss the changes that had occurred in their benefit plans. The plan increases deductibles, has employees pay a substantial share of monthly premiums, reduces prescription coverage, and eliminates needed vision, mental health and dental services. Following the explanation of the changes, the flyer claims that the Union has several ideas they are willing to share with the College. Because their contract expired on June 30, 1993, the Union has been working without a contract since July 1. However, they are being covered under the terms of the previous agreement until a new one can be reached. Currently, the Service Employees International Union and the Office and the Union are negotiating possible solutions to the problem. They have met often within the past week in hopes of reaching an agreement that satisfies every party involved. "Nothing is final until a contract is final" continued on page 2
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It's A Feintme to Leave Us Five Million

by Judith Colonna '95

News Writer

Do you remember the question, "What would you do for a Klondike bar?" that was constantly broadcasted over your television sets some years back? There was an amusing answer—get it out of my head now—that I've heard: it jingle that accompanied it (to mention the disappointment of probably not having access to one of those chocolate-covered ice cream squares at that moment - or the remote). Well this time, the question is "What would you do for 5 MILLION DOLLARS?" and it is being addressed to the Providence College Administration. The answer is not what we do for $5 million, but will we do with $5 million? That's right, PC recently acquired a $5 million donation from Mr. Alan Slawn Feinstein, a local business man and philanthropist. And now for the second question: "What now?"

The answer is simple. The donation was made to establish a new undergraduate degree program in Public Relations, which will evolve over a four-year period at Providence College. With this donation, PC will renovate a five-story-campus building that will be utilized in part for the Feinstein Institute for Public Service, paying all operating costs associated with the program, and establishing a $3.7 million endowment for the Program. PC will become one of only a few colleges and universities nationwide to offer an undergraduate degree program in Public Service Management. The grant facilitates PC to be the first Rhode Island higher education institution to implement this program.

Though $5 million is an attractive sum of money, it's not the reason why Providence has taken up the challenge to create a public service program. As Fr. Cunningham has stated on June 3 at a conference about the program, it's a "long-term investment in a bold, new academic enterprise." It has also been seen as a reinforcement of our College's mission—a focus on service to mankind and to one's community. It is a natural part of a Providence College education.

After spending numerous hours and months drafting the proposal for the challenge presented by Mr. Feinstein' s proposal was accepted out of the six submitted (Brown, URI, RIC, Salve Regina, and Roger Williams). This new project will add to the community and social service infrastructure at PC that has been growing rapidly. We now have approximately 100 different service programs. Providence's investment in the Feinstein program is estimated to be $7.5 million over a 10-year period.

A Faculty Research Team, along with several student associates, has been established to serve as our initial planning group for the new major. Dr. William Hudson, a Professor of Political Science, is the Acting Director of the Feinstein Institute for Public Service. He is leading his fellow faculty members which includes Stanley Azaro, Jane Callahan, A. Gerald Eskin, Linda James, Roger H. Keim, Alan Norton, Ellen Salvatore, and Robert Trautman. The committee is planning the program's various courses, activities for the students, and what the curriculum will consist of. As Dr. Hudson put it, "Students will be learning about the value of living in their community, the importance of good citizenship, brotherhood, and besides compassion for, obligation to their fellow man. Their service in the community will be reflected upon and discussed in class, Hudson also went on to explain that he expects PC to gain national prominence as a continued on page 2
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well-known institution that administers one of the best, if not the best programs in this country for Public Service. He expects that students who are interested in their community, will definitely want to come to PC to seek an Undergraduate degree in Public Service.

Right now, there is going to be a temporary office set up on the first floor in McDermott Hall until the offices in Stevens are renovated next year. But in the mean time, if you are interested and want more information, or if you have any ideas of your own you would like to express, please feel free to contact Dr. Hudson at 865-2434, Howley 213, or any other faculty member on the committee. The students involved that may also be contacted are Lisa Champagne '94, Linda Charlot '94, and Tricia O'Hare '95.

By the 1997-98 academic year, public service will become PC's 15th academic major. Together, PC and the Feinstein Foundation will work to create a high-quality, highly visible program that will motivate and train young adults to become leaders in the community and public service.

Skill proficiency, internships, ethical training, and self-reflection and self-evaluation about the appropriateness of pursuing a career in this particular field is what the degree program will consist of. This is an exciting new adventure for PC, and not only are we lucky to gain the $5 million grant, as soon as the program gets under way, its undergraduates will be able to receive their education from Providence College.

Feinstein Institute for Public Service will sponsor first event, a lecture entitled "Public Service Education and the Undergraduate Curriculum" on Monday, September 27, 1993

The President's Forum series for 1993-94 will begin on Thursday, September 30.
Norman Sherry, biographer of Graham Greene, will lecture in Moore Hall I at 7:30

Shuttle Hours
Sunday 6:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.
Monday - Thursday noon to 6:00 a.m. noon to 10:00 p.m. (van 1)
Friday 7:30 to 4:30 a.m. (van 2)
Saturday 6:00 p.m. - 5:00 a.m. (van 1)
Purity Cleaners
744 Branch Avenue, Providence (next to Dunkin' Donuts)
421-0034
Open 7am - 9pm Every Day

WARNING! All off-campus students! Cars that block residential driveways will be towed. Be a good neighbor and move your car! Thank you.

Purification
Fourth Annual Walk For Literacy
Saturday, October 2
10 K (6.2 miles) fundraiser begins at RI State House at 6:00a.m.
For info, call Catherine Kesting at 401-781-6130

Wash • Dry • Fold
Free Wash • Dry • Fold
Fruits Plus
624 Admiral St.
Providence, RI
02908
We Take Phone Orders
454-0034
Buy One Grinder Get the 2nd 1/2 Price!!!
Buy One Grinder Get a Coke Free!!

There's No "I" in Team
by Theresa Edo '96
Asst. News Editor

It looked like someone had ripped open a giant bag of Skittles and scattered them all over the Peterson Rec floor. But when the Skittles started breaking out into games of tug-o-war and dizzy-bat races and voices echoed cheers, the hectic confusion quickly took the form of PC's Second Annual Dorm Wars.

"The way everyone comes together is really amazing," said Brian Sears '95, one of the RA's in charge of the day's charge of activities. Brian seemed to sum up the general feeling of all those participating. "We hope that this event will become just as much a tradition as the Freshman Class Trip to Newport," he continued.

Dorm Wars, which don't actually pit dorm against dorm, were held this past Saturday, September 18. They consist of thirty teams of eight or nine people each who wear different, brightly-colored t-shirts. All participants sign up individually and are assigned to random teams the morning of the games. This allows freshmen to meet many of their classmates who they would not normally meet. Over the course of the day, the teams bond together in competition which is all fun.

Events ranged from the silly to the messy. Games included a human wheelbarrow race and an egg-in-the-spoon relay, to a three-legged race and a chocolate marshmallow drop.

"I can't remember the last time I did stuff like that," said Susan Pires '97. Everyone seemed extremely excited and got into the spirit of the competition while regressing to their youth for the games.

Members of the Class of '97 vie for bragging rights during the tug-o-war
Congratulations Red Team!

Negotiations
continued from page 1
contract is final," said Charlie Wood, Union negotiator. "We hope everything will be resolved soon." Bill Nero, Vice President of Business Affairs, hopes for an answer also. "We're still in negotiations, but things look encouraging," he said. "We want to be fair to the employees."

The Business Office and the Union have another meeting Friday at noon. Both hope the negotiations go well and an agreement is reached soon. When the negotiations are complete, they will be willing to go public with details.
I'm sure by this point most of you are considering exactly what happened on the "Cruse to Nowhere." I hope this article will address all concerns and set everyone straight on last Friday's unfortunate events.

Before I begin I would like to express a personal note to several people. First of all, I pray for a speedy recovery to our fallen classmate. I wish you the best of luck. Also, a special note of thanks to two groups of people. Thank you to the people who helped in the end. You all went far beyond what should be asked of you, and you deserve to be commended. The second group who I would like to thank are those classmates who were polite and agreeable and left the boat in an orderly fashion. Your maturity did not go unnoticed.

However, there were many problems which led to the cancellation of a good time. I would like to let it be known that it was not the decision of the event organizers to cancel the cruise, but rather the inexcusable actions of a few select students. Many of you are not aware of exactly what happened that night. I would like to take this opportunity to recall the events which led to the cancellation.

To begin, there were many accounts of smoking marijuana on the boats as well as on the boat. Also, several students were less than cordial to the bus drivers. I personally witnessed harrassing the drivers. They were doing a us a service. Why give them a hard time? By doing so, we're only developing a reputation that will hinder us next time we're transported.

After we set sail, matters were generally under control. There were a few isolated incidents of throwing things overboard. I will not list them, but I will emphatically state that throwing things overboard is a federal offense. I would also like to state for the record that everyone was notified that if throwing items over the boat continued, the cruise would be cancelled.

Shortly after the announcement, an unfortunate accident occurred. One of our classmates was injured. She should have received respect and sympathy, but the treatment she got was immediate.

Once she was removed from the boat, the decision was made to cancel everything. A few were set until students took matters into their own hands. Some started throwing pizza and water bottles at the staff and the bar was flipped over and those students decided to throw two kegs overboard from the bow to be pulled out by the Coast Guard. What would prompt someone to act that way? Furthermore, I can only hope that these individuals realize the impact their actions had on the rest of their classmates.

The decision was made by the Class of '94 are planned as fundraisers so that we may provide a memorial scholarship. Those of you who feel the need to cause problems are only spoiling what the Providence community can do for the most memorable weeks for our class at Providence College. I hope everyone realizes the impact at incident '94 class functions.

by Brian Hylander '95
Asst. News Editor

Beware fellow Providence College student. Someone, or something, may be tracking your movements around campus, listening intently to your personal conversations, or recording the place and times you are on-campus. Remember: Big Brother (or Father) is always watching. Worry not, for Providence College surveillance cameras and card access systems around campus are designed for! Although these melodramatic notions of invasion of privacy might make for an exciting and suggestive novel, it is quite unlike Providence College's new system of surveillance to ensure a safer and more benign and helpful purpose: the safety of Providence College students.

New to every dormitory and apartment complex are card access systems that allow only the residents of a specific building to gain entrance via new, secure designated identification cards. Like many computerized networks, the information that the system receives is recorded into a memory bank. Thus, each time a card is slid through the system, that person's social security number, together with other information that has been accessed or denied, is locked into computer memories located in the Residential Life Office, the Security Office, and the Classroom Building. Although seemingly minor at first, questions about the necessity of such a recording, the Residential Life Office, and the Classroom Building are the first of many other computerized networks, such as an ATM machine, that automatically records each process. Although the card access systems have been implemented in all the residential buildings, the new surveillance network has only been newly implemented in the apartment complexes. This restriction is due mainly to the fact that only the apartments have cable television which give direct access to what the camera records. Located in each of the lobby of the apartments, the cameras are situated to give a wide view of the access system and elevator. Thus, residents of the apartment complexes are able to turn their televisions to a pre-set cable station and observe who is entering the building as well as those who want to gain entrance. To alleviate some of the Orwellian hang-ups that are expressed by some students, the Residential Life Office has stated that each is independent and distinct. Thus, only those residents in Apartment can see what is recorded by the camera in Apartment C, and likewise in the other two complexes. Furthermore, although it might make for a sinister role-play on the part of Providence College, students, there is no "Great Overseer" at Providence College who sits at a large desk and keep a constant eye on the monitors. Mark Raposa, of the Residential Life Office, seeks to dispel such absurd myths. He stresses adamantly that the sole purpose of the surveillance system is to protect the residents of the residents in the halls. Moreover, although the members of the Providence College community have little to fear from each other, Mr. Raposa explains that the system has many positive measures that help, "protect us from those we don't know." Over the years, Mr. Raposa and the residential life office have been instances where people outside of Providence College have been entering the dormitories and on-campus apartment buildings, creating a potentially dangerous situation. The card access system, along with the new camera systems, will help restrict strangers from entering and wandering around the residential buildings, thus increasing the security of all of the residents.

Even withstanding the numerous safety benefits that exist, there is also a practical side to using the new system. Not only does it cut down costs of cutting excessive amounts of keys, but it also has the potential to save even more money by discouraging theft. At one point, for instance, this occurred last Saturday night. Although the specifics have yet to be released, a resident of one of the apartment complexes, by watching through the camera, saw an inappropriate action being committed by someone in the lobby. This discovery was promptly notified and the situation was resolved. Through this procedure, according to Mr. Raposa, "A message got out." Despite all of the positive feedback from the new security system, there have been instances of abuse. Most notably the last year witnessed a violent confrontation that has occurred over the intercom system, water and exit the building. However, according to Debra Gilbert, the Apartment Complex Director, this abuse has decreased significantly. Eventually this new complex system and the new system will be used solely for one purpose: to secure the residential buildings.

The Residence Life Office has formulated a process for an apartment Application and Lottery. Beginning October 13 Info sessions will be held to explain the Application and Lottery process.

Important Dates to Know:
10/12 Info sessions begin (times and dates TBA in The Cowl)
10/15 Applications available
10/22 Deadline for applications
10/29 Mr. Bro Saly draws
11/1 Last date for $100.00 deposits

The Residence Life Office has formulated a process for an apartment Application and Lottery. Beginning October 13 Info sessions will be held to explain the Application and Lottery process.
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ROTC Cadets Earn Honors
For six weeks this summer, cadets from all over the eastern United States assembled at Ft. Bragg, NC to “Go for the Gold” at Camp All-American 1993, the greatest test in a future officer’s cadet career. Five Providence College seniors and eight cadets from area colleges represented the Patriot Battalion and met the challenges of Carolina heat and the stress of battle with bravura.
Of the 13 cadets, five scored within the top 30% or higher in their platoons and thus the Patriot Battalion earned a highly commendable, “positive green report” from ROTC Cadet Command. Eleven cadets proved their mettle by qualifying “Recono.” This prestige involves scoring above the Camp average in physical fitness, qualifying in rifle marksmanship, passing the land navigation test, and successfully completing a challenging water and land obstacle course which includes the infamous 40 foot rope drop.
All cadets will have the opportunity to compete nationally as part of the highly motivated Ranger Challenge team, under the coaching of Master Sergeant Neil Damon and SFC Bruce Pare.
The Military Science Department at PC welcomes two new cadets into the program throughout the year. To learn more about the ROTC program and available scholarships, please contact Captain Nick Sotopoulos at x2025 or Cadet Karen Da Ponte ‘94 at x4111.

Students attend a candlelight vigil held by Students Organized Against Racism last Monday, September 13, 1993.

ATTENTION!
If you have any concerns about your own safety or the safety of your apartment, please contact Fr. McPhail's office at x2143.

The Providence College Poetry and Fiction Series
Sponsored by the Department of English Presents:

P.C.'s own

Forrest Gander
Poet, Editor
Author of Rush to the Lake and Lynchburg

This event will take place in Acquinas Lounge at 8 pm and is open to the public.

Refreshments will be served!

THE GOOD NEIGHBOR

One year ago this month, the Good Neighbor Plan was introduced. It was the College’s most ambitious attempt to improve relationships between off-campus students and Elmhurst neighborhood residents, to improve housing, safety, and other quality of life issues and to develop a long-term strategy to maintain a stable neighborhood.
A lot of changes have taken place. Housing inspections are now a pre-requisite for all landlords who want to rent to our students. Community policing was introduced to the neighborhood and a police substation located on Pinehurst Avenue. A new campus-to-neighborhood van shuttle service was introduced. Student discount cards were negotiated with area merchants. Late night food trucks were brought on campus. Litter patrols and other service projects were organized in the neighborhood as part of a college-wide initiative to contribute 25,000 hours of community service.
Focus groups, Block Council meetings and community events were held to improve student-neighbor communications. Student Congress leaders expanded The Peaceful Coexistence newsletter and with the help of a couple hundred student volunteers, distributed it monthly to area residents within a mile of campus.
One year later, as we begin the 1993-94 academic year, other elements of the Good Neighbor Plan are taking shape. Some 500 new on-campus apartments are being built for next year. A police foot patrol experiment is underway Tuesday through Saturday to enhance student safety, strengthen neighborhood security and provide early dispute resolution to weekend parties.
Teams of college officials and community police are going door-to-door to survey housing inspection results, offer more security, and other quality of life issues are being addressed. Strategy groups from the college, St. Plus parish, the Elmhurst Neighborhood Association and the Elmhurst Preservation Society are forming to discuss neighborhood stability.
Critics of the Good Neighbor Plan say it is nothing more than a PR campaign, others argue it is solely intended to break up parties. Those who contributed to the Plan view it as a vehicle to build off-campus relationships without students having to trade off living conditions to gain independence and a social life and permanent residents having to leave the neighborhood to live a normal life.
Whether advocate or critic, all those with a stake in the neighborhood need to keep communicating. That is why this column has been developed. In each edition of The Cowl, issues relating to the neighborhood and the Good Neighbor Plan will be addressed. If you have a recommendation, a comment, a criticism, etc., we want to hear from you via the Good Neighbor Column, The Cowl staff.
I want to thank the editorial staff of The Cowl for providing this space. Hopefully, it will develop into a valuable new informational service to your readers.

Edward J. Caron
Vice President for Institutional Relations and Strategic Planning
Family First

by John Olahan '95
Editorial Writer

Contrary to popular opinion, the greatest "thing" a person can have is a good family. Family and all that comes with it is what life is about, period. Life isn't about money, careers, power, popularity, and prestige; life is about family.

Slowly but surely society has made it seem as though any sort of combination of people in a home is as good if not better than a husband and wife bound in marriage.

Family units are the building blocks of society. Good moral families impact society in a positive fashion. When people see a "model family" they try to imitate that family. Parents and children from a model family become role models, so to speak, for their community. Parents and children that don't have a sense of self-respect or values also influence those around them, though not in a positive way.

Good families aren't born, they are made. When family members do their own thing the rest of the family feels the impact of their errors and their lack of presence. There needs to be a tremendous amount of sacrifice in order to keep a family tight.

Children are very perceptive, when they see a family member get drunk, swearing, fighting, lying, and so on they see it as acceptable behavior; thus passing on bad habits to the next generation.

A family should be a team of players ready and able to withstand the abuse that society is ready and willing to give. It is far better to be respected and not liked than liked and not respected.

We study from textbook to exam. We don't apply what it is that we learn to our own lives. We are making the same heinous errors today as we made 2000 years ago. How many times do we need to see what infidelity does to a family? How many times do we need to see what selfishness does to a family? How many times do we need to see what a lack of discipline does to a family? We have the answers but we choose to ignore them.

Traditional families are found much less frequently in the nineties than in the past. In 1990 only 57% of children lived with both parents, compared with 78% in 1960. Good families are not on the rise but rapes, drug use, alcohol abuse, teen-age pregnancy, domestic violence, and homicides are.

Just take a look at what is going on around us. It isn't hard for one to figure out where the roots of our problems lie. Deep down we know what we should be doing, but we are afraid of the truth. We should be doing whatever it takes, convenient or not, to keep our families together.

We tend to think what we want to think, and we want to hear what we want to hear. When reason, logic, and rationality do not fit our personal and social agendas we turn our heads to a person or group that will.

Louis's and Eagles will eventually be out of our lives. Come graduation, friends and classmates will go their own ways. If we are smart there will always be one aspect of our lives that we can count on to be there for us, our families.

NAFTA

Merely A Stepping Stone

by Anthony R. Zupka '94
Asst. Editorial Editor

The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) is now the focus of national attention and the topic of intense debate. This treaty involving Canada, the United States, and Mexico will eliminate trade barriers between those states. The resulting environment of cooperation and free trade will benefit American consumers by increasing overall economic output and lowering prices. Those opposing NAFTA fear that the loss of American production jobs to Mexico will create massive unemployment and undermine the U.S. economy.

The arguments over NAFTA are bound to be long and vociferous, but few Americans realize that joining NAFTA is only the first stride of a long journey that our economy must undertake to remain viable in the twenty-first century.

Individuals who fear impending economic doom in the NAFTA treaty are simply committing themselves to the same short-run economic philosophies that cost the United States its superiority in the automobile and computer software industries. Regrettably, Americans will lose jobs in the short-run, but the long-run economic growth spawned by NAFTA will provide those displaced with new high-skill jobs which pay more. American consumers will also benefit as the prosperity fostered by this treaty is multiplied through the U.S. economy.

The NAFTA treaty will also establish an international trading block for the United States to manage. In the present day world economy, the U.S. is on the outside looking in. Japan and the little dragons of the Pacific rim, and Germany in the European Community are competitors already firmly entrenched in a quasi-trading block system in which, without NAFTA, the United States can not compete.

Ultimately, Americans must realize that the United States is no longer the hegemonic power in global economics, and that success in this novel arena depends as much on cooperation as on competition. To this end, NAFTA is the logical, initial step for America to take on the path to a progressive economy which can compete in the world economy.

The opposing opinions, the political economies of the world are beginning to walk away from America. NAFTA is a step in the right direction.
In 1988, the band U2 released an album entitled Rattle and Hum. It was a soundtrack for a movie of the same name which depicted the experiences of an Irish band on tour in America. The tour was a flop, but the tour and the album stuffed the bank's pockets full of United States dollars.

In the summer of 1993, pockmarked with the great American buck after a US tour, Bono and his boys established a new target to vent his pent-up anger and frustration on, and his all out assault on America gave new meaning to the term "biting the hand that feeds you." He attacked US foreign policy as if it were a show a little over halfway through, feeling disgusted and inadequate.

Bono, the always vo- cal, usually dullest leader of the US, also had a new target to vent his pent-up anger and frustration on, and his all out assault on America gave new meaning to the term "biting the hand that feeds you." He attacked US foreign policy as if it were a show a little over halfway through, feeling disgusted and inadequate.

we should be trying to save from who. He never gave any sort of indication that he even knew what the "situa-
tion" in Bosnia really was, only that there was fighting going on and the US was not there. If the leaders of this world have been unable to rectify a three way, ethnic civil war, I seriously doubt that Bono has come up with a valid solution.

When he had ex-
hausted his wealth of knowledge on the "situa-
tion" in former Yugoslavia, Bono moved on to the Gulf War. He attacked the US for its involvement in the war, stating that the only reason we were there was to pro-
tect the precious oil fields that run our country. He claimed that our use of ex-
cessive force was for the sake of money, not humanity. The love of money is a topic Bono should know a lot about.

Several of my friends who attended the show were US Marines who had served in both Desert Shield and Desert Storm. Al-

American journalists had expressed any interest in Bono's misguided interpretation of what happened in Desert Storm, although many of them wanted to give him a first hand demonstration of the curious contradiction.

Bono had kept his re-
marks on a political level. I might have been able to walk away from the show with only a mild bated for the man. People speaking out against American politics is not a new concept in Europe, but Bono wanted not only to bite the feeding hand, he wanted to watch it bleed. During one of his spasms of senseless ram-
bling, Bono began a "— you USA" chant.

I was pleased to see that the Italian audience did not give Bono's chant the re-
ception he was obviously ex-
pecting. Although some people answered with mild enthusiasm, most people just looked a little bewildered. My friends and I had heard enough and headed home, determined to start a campaign that would squash "The Fly" and make people aware of the band's hypocrisy.

Track number 15 on "Rattle and Hum," a little ditty called "The Star Spangled Ban-
er," in my opinion is the best song on the album. This album is supposed to be about the American experience, but I find it hard to believe that U2 got a very good look at the US through the tinted windows of their limousine. Having lived in Ireland for three years I know that there are enough problems in that country for Bono to sing about, problems he might even know something about.

My purpose in writ-
ing this is not to ask people to boycott music they like. I do not want to see any band cen-
sored or silenced. I just want you to think about the band in your hand every time you slap down your hard earned American dollars on a U2 album. It is "In God We Trust," not Bono.
As an academic institution the Providence college campus is undergoing gorgeous changes. However, the breath-taking scenery enjoyed by we students is complicated by hefty price tag. While colorful flowers and shrubs are planted, trees are pruned and hedges are freshly mulched, many important, projects go unnoticed and underground.

At $19,000 a year the pay we enjoy is obviously partial to monetary one. We also pay a price in the form of simple everyday inconveniences that are overlooked, and in obso-lete academic facilities. On one hand, the outstanding grooming of our campus is aestheti-cally pleasing and commend-able. Cowl Students of Theodore Hazard '94 have been very comfortable at the Hospital Trust Bank on South Street to get quarters for laundry unless one is lucky enough to live in McVinney or Dore. Nevertheless, frustrating inconveniences could and should be properly at- tended to before more peren-nial flowers are planted at the base of another shrub. Simple improvements, such as these discussed here, would be per-manent and would vastly im-prove the everyday lives of the students living, working, and studying on campus.

More importantly, the declining state of our academic facilities must be attended to prior to any further landscape-ing projects. Three of the last est academic facilities that have been neglected are: the teaching facilities, the computer lab, and the library.

Many classrooms are terrible places to concentrate and learn, for example, the classrooms in the basement of the library. Laboratories and offices of Alber-tus Magnus desperately need up-dating to compete with science departments at other colleges. The answers to these problems do not lie in the removal of shrubs... (text continues)

...the declining state of our academic facilities must be attended to...

Letters to the Editor

shape up before we ship out

by Noelle Cusack '94

Editor-in-Chief

We know what classes to take. We know to avoid the bank machine on Fridays. We know how to answer to the administration and even sometimes, police officers. Why is it that we don't know the common laws of conduct? Or maybe we've just lost all respect for it?

Let's face it, whether we like it or not, the Class of '94, like every senior class preceding us, is considered to be the role model for Providence College. Any freshman would take our word for it if we told them where Sowa is. It's too bad that Siswa isn't around for the sopho-mores to have a Club Nite like we had, and I'm sure that the Class of '95 will consider them-selves lucky if it ever turns out as well as ours did. Why, then, are we using the last 8 months of the best 4 years of our lives to ruin the reputation of our class and jeopardize the annual Commencement Week activities?

Last weekend, Student Congress and the Board of Pro-grammers planned a "Cruise Night". Knowing that the Congress officers and the BOP executive board were voted into office by us - their peers. Also remember that everyone who went on the pro-posed 4-hour cruise paid $15 for it. Everyone was having a great time. Some of us were even able to have $15 worth of fun in the two hours we were at sea. The effects that alcohol had on the people on the cruise cannot be used as an excuse for some people's irresponsible and nonsensical behavior. We were only at sea for two hours. I'm sure you all know we stayed out longer than that and driven home. Why is it then, that when one of our classmates suffered a compound fracture in her leg, members of our class walked over her looking for the nearest bar? When the boat docked, why throw the con- tents of your water bottle at security guards, police officer-s, and even members of Congress and BOP? Was it their fault that the 2nd deck was slippery?

I realize that the cause of the problems does not rest solely with us. However, I believe that we could show know that fault can also be found with the rapport of the hired security guards, as well as the disorganiza-tion of the rescue effort after our class-mate injured herself on the deck. But let's get real - we can shift the blame to others all we want, but we must all be re-sponsible for our own actions and all be encouraging the re-sponsibility of others.

In the end, we all know that bad reputations last longer than good ones, and I am posi-tive that come May, none of us will want to apply for a job, say "I graduated from PC", and have an execrative laugh in our face.

The Cowl 7

Flowers and Misspent Dollars

by Theodore Hazard '94

Editorial

The Cowl Editorial Policy 1993-1994

I. Commentary articles and letters to the Editor are wel-come, but the Cowl reserves the right to accept only those that conform to its standards. The P.C. student body, faculty, or administration. Submissions from those outside the P.C. community may be printed if space permits.

II. All submissions to the Edi-torial Department are subject to the editing of the Editorial Staff. If there is a specific part of your letter or article you do not wish to have altered, please see one of the Editorial Staff members prior to publication.

III. All letters must be double spaced and limited to 250 words. Letters must be signed; however, if you do not wish your name to appear in print, please contact a member of the Editorial Staff or the Editor-in-Chief. Complete anonymity is not possible, since your letter is a part of a particular personal or sensitive nature.

IV. The Cowl reserves the right to respectfully re-quest that all articles contain no personal attacks.

V. No submission should be delivered to The Cowl office no later than Monday at noon, or publication on Wednesday.

To the Editor,

A growing concern about off-campus violence is permeating Providence Col-lege. Recent occurrences of off-campus residences lead us to believe that the Providence police misunderstand not only what the problem is, but how to remedy it.

This past weekend at a party that was broken up in an unorthodox fashion a student was unjustly arrested. We realize that people get arrested all the time, but this was not the time. This was an exceptionaith order to dis-solve the party. All of this oc-curred well after this particu-lar event tried to instigate a fight with us. The enraged police man then punched the aforementioned student in the face and threw him against a window which consequently smashed. An innocent student was arrested, thrown in jail, and treated like a criminal for merely attending a party. The excessive use of force and poor judgement on the part of this police man created a gross injustice for a fellow student and close friend.

We are currently in the process of pursuing this mat-ter through the Internal Affairs Office of the Providence Police Dept. Providence College is also looking into the incident. We would like to thank all of those who have supported our endeavors to achieve justice in this manner.

Thank you,

Chris Donato '94
Rob Rappa '94
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September 23, 1993

Newland Ave. Loses a Landmark

To the Editor,

The incoming class of '97 will never be able to appreciate one of the people who made the Providence College area unique. That person was the "Pizza Dude". Many students stopped at the new empty-one story brick building on Oak-land Ave. to take a break from "partying". Only after his pass- ing away would the heroic life of the cynical man, who could refute anything a young Providence College student could hold dear, be known. That was the beauty of Trane's Pizza. World Wars and "big brother"; the specific topics of conversation are insignificant now. His building was a ref- uge from the slush and sleet that Rhode Island offers during the winter months. It was a place where conversation was solicited although one could feel comfortable in solitude.

Tanzia Shola was a naval veteran who served dur-ing the second World War. Our pizza maker participated in the D-Day invasion at Normandy and had been awarded the WWII Medal of Victory, the European-African medal with one star, as well as other deco-ra-tions. Tanzia also had a de-gree in economics from the University of Rhode Island.

Yet, the press and the memory of this man lin-gers at The Pizza Shop on Oak-land Ave. Rest in Peace.

Respectfully,

Brian Kelly '95
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What's the one thing you'd like to accomplish most this year?

Mike Sorensen '94: I want to streak through Matt Miner's house!
Margi Clifford '97: Make lots of new friends and pass everything so I can come back next year.
Glenn Stewart '94: Be the #1 hot dog seller on campus and get a real job after this hot dog stint runs out.

Michelle Madison, Gillian Getzewich, Katie Austin, Jessica Waggett '94: Get at least one hours worth of studying in on the weekends.
Tim Maher, Kevin Dolan, Dan Cullinan '97: Tim - Learn every word to every Cat Stevens song. Kevin & Dan - Get in at Eagles!

Son Nguyen '97: To survive Civ!!
Sue Mazzeo, Dawn Britni '95: To survive the year without getting arrested.
Christian Potts '94: Sleep home on a Saturday night.

Dina & Sue: Go to the library drunk — Oops!! We already did that!!
The Psychology behind the Citibank Classic Visa card, and the emotional security of the Photocard. The Citibank Classic Visa instills in students feelings of safety, security, and general wellness not unlike those experienced in the womb. Therefore, it is the mother of all credit cards. Some experts attribute these feelings to the Citibank Photocard, the only credit card with your photo on it. A voice inside says, "This is me, really me." (As opposed to, "Who the heck is that?" - a common response to the photo on one's driver's license.) It's an immediate form of ID, a boost to your self-image. If of course your card is ever lost or stolen and a stranger is prevented from using it, you'll feel exceptionally good (showing no signs of Credit Card Theft Nervosa). If other experts point to specific services, such as The Lost Wallet Service that can replace your card usually within 24 hours. Or the 24-Hour Customer Service line, your hotline, if you will, for any card-related anxiety whatsoever. Further analysis reveals three services that protect the purchases you make on the Citibank Classic Visa card, at no additional cost: 1. Buyers Security can cover them against accidental damage, fire or theft, for 90 days from the date of purchase (preventing, of course, Insecurity). 2. Citibank Lifetime Warranty allows one to extend the warranty for the expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years. And Citibank Price Protection assures you of the best price. You need only see the same item advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank will refund the difference up to $150 (hence no Post Purchase Depression). If special student savings are particularly therapeutic. There's the free Citibank Calling Service from MCI to save up to 26% on long-distance calls versus AT&T. (You're encouraged to call Mom and Dad regularly preventing Parental Non-Supporters.) And a $20 Airfare Discount on any domestic flight. (Case studies indicate that a Fear of Flying is overcome when Spring Break in sunny Florida is a possibility.) Not to mention the low variable interest rate of 15.4% and no annual fee for college students. If you need to say, you'll have a credit card you can depend on while building a credit history. So call 1-800-CITIBANK, extension 19, to apply over the phone (students don't need a job or a co-signer) or to have your photo added to your Citibank Classic Visa card. If we say that a sense of Identity is the first component of the Citibank Classic Visa card, a sense of Security the second, and a sense of Autonomous Will from your newfound financial independence the third, don't be crazy...Call. The Monarch Notes Version: The Citibank Classic card gives students peace of mind, protection against Freud—or rather fraud—a low rate and no fee. Apply today. Call 1-800-CITIBANK, ext. 19
Heere's Johnny...

What are some things the Student Congress does? We dispense the student activity fee to student organizations, coordinate various student activities; communicate student concerns to the administration, approve new clubs; publish and distribute the Peaceful Coexistence News Letter to the Elmshurst Community; publish the Student Telephone Directory, publish the Course Description Survey summarizing student evaluations of courses; conduct the election process for the Student Congress and subordinate organizations; and much more.

What are some things I should know as a Student? An open container of alcohol in public is illegal even if you are 21. If you get a warning from the police about noise, etc., do not expect to get another. Do not walk alone. Taking money, or money in a drinking glass, is illegal. If you witness an incident, the proper procedure is to report it to the Student Congress or a College Official so something can be done.

The Student Congress meets every Monday at 6:00 pm in Slavin 109. We are available to hear your concerns and answer your questions.

Pastoral Council Has Something for Everyone

Julie Shea '96
Pastoral Council President

The Pastoral Council welcomes everyone back! For those of you new to campus this year, the Pastoral Council is the student extension of Campus Ministry. Over 700 students volunteer in 20 projects. We have something for everyone. If you are interested in social justice, you can get involved in our Social Action committee and volunteer at Ames House, McCauley House, Smith Hill Center or the Women's Center. We are also involved in the Campus Ministry Project. Your support is needed.

There are many opportunities for people who love working with children. You can volunteer in Providence public schools, teach CCD, work at a Special Olympics Event, or lend a hand at the Smith Hill Center for Youth Program. If you are interested in literacy issues, we have opportunities for involvement in tutoring English as a second language and working one on one with developmentally disabled adults, teaching them basic skills.

If you are interested in helping others, we have opportunities for church events, helping others, and the theme of this event is the Pastoral Council's AID Awareness. This committee hopes to bring awareness to the public and to students in need of help. On Monday, the Office of Campus Ministry presented an AIDS Awareness talk entitled "AIDS...The Tragedy That Needs No Help." For the second year in a row Sr. Zita Fleming and Bob McBride, a young man living with AIDS, spoke about HIV infection, how to avoid it, and the reality of living with AIDS. The presentation was well-attended and the message reached many students.

ELMHURST COLLEGE 1993
Minutes of the September 20th Student Congress Meeting

COMMITTEES:
Bill of Rights: Meeting scheduled with Deborah Gilbert concerning safety issues on campus.
Ethics: New markers are on order. There is new paper in. Dinner to Wright's Chicken Farm was cancelled due to lack of attendance. Members need to sign in for office hours.
Finance: Budget Allocation Hearings began September 20 and continue through Thursday, September 23.
Elections: There will be an Elections Meeting on Wednesday, September 22 at 4:00 pm in Slavin 217.
Student Life: The Campus phonebooks will be printed next week. The physical plant should be fixing the lights in the library as soon as possible.
Clubs and Organizations: The Club Fair is Wednesday, September 22 from 10-3 in '64 Hall. The physical plant will be painting the Club Room.
Public Relations: The first issue of The Cowl will be out on Thursday, September 23.
Time and Space: The Accounting Association will have a cookout on Thursday, September 23.

BOARDS:
IAB: Waiting for lights on tennis courts.
BOP: Coffeehouse on Tuesday featuring Chinese food and Kung Fu movies. Some Kind of Wonderful will be shown Thursday, First Stage on Friday from 8-1 for $5.00, Benny and Joon on Sunday.
ACC: BBQ Wed. 4:30-6:30/$1.00 - all you can eat.
Lobbyists: In process of registering for lobbying. Tricia O'Hare, member of Feinstein research team reported that PC received a five million dollar grant over a five year period from Mr. Feinstein to start a public service program.

CLASS REPORTS:
'94: Report on Cruise to Nowhere.
'95: Clambake Friday 4-8, 3:30 buses leave from lower campus, tickets are $12.00; Ring try-oues this week.
'96: Midnight BBQ 11:30-2:00 Saturday, Sept. 25; JRW info., meeting 7pm Monday Oct. 4.

MODERATORS COMMENTS:
Fr. McPhail commented on the Senior Cruise and asked that all students encountering problems in the neighborhood to report to him.

Grotto Mass
Sunday, September 26
at 11:30 am
Followed by a cookout

GET OUT AND VOTE!!!

Freshmen / Residence Hall Elections
Thursday, September 30
9:30 am - 4:00 pm
in lower Slavin

You Can Make The Difference!
WBRU Celebrates With A Bang

by Mark Cybulski '93

WBRU celebrated its 24th birthday this past weekend with concerts at Lupo's Heartbreak Hotel and the Strand, both located in downtown Providence. The money raised from these two shows went to the City of Hope, an advanced medical center where physicians and scientists work to provide treatment for cancer and other types of life threatening diseases. Saturday's show at the Strand had an amazing lineup assembled, featuring Buffalo Tom, The Ocean Blue, Aimee Mann, David Byrne and The Posies.

The Boston based trio, Buffalo Tom, has just released its fourth album, Big Red Letter Day, which follows 1992's excellent Let Me Come Over. The band, which consists of guitarist-vocalist David Schelzel, bassist-vocalist Chris Colbourn and drummer Tom Maginnis, formed in 1986 while enrolled at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. Buffalo Tom opened the evening with a blistering version of the title song from their 1990 LP Birdbrain and proceeded to perform songs from Let Me Come Over such as "Tailgates Fades" and "Mineral", as well as newer material from Big Red Letter Day. If their performance on Saturday was any indication of their potential, the best for Buffalo Tom is still yet to come.

The Ocean Blue, Pennsylvania's The Ocean Blue brought their own brand of ethereal pop to the show on Saturday. The band has just released Beneath the Rhythm and Sound, the follow up to their 1991 release, Cerulean. The Ocean Blue performed much material from their 1989 self-titled debut album, including "Between Something and Nothing" and "Drifting, Falling," as well as songs from Cerulean, such as the title track and "The Planetarium Scene." However, it was the band's newer material that sounded the most impressive. While guitarist-vocalist David Byrne, bassist Bobby Mitman, keyboardist-saxophonist Steve Lau and drummer Rob Mining didn't seem to offer much in the way of personality, their incredible sound carried them through what turned out to be the most enjoyable set of the evening. The band's music has an entirely different dimension when heard live, as opposed to hearing it on record. The Ocean Blue's performance at The Strand showed that they are a band that must be seen as well as heard.

Aimee Mann rose to fame in the mid-eighties as the front woman of the Boston band Til Tuesday, who had such hits as "Voices Carry" and "What About Love." Mann is now out on her own and has released a new solo album, Whatever. She performed an excellent set on Saturday, which included newer songs such as "I Should've Known," "Stupid Thing" and "Could've Been Anyone." The highlight of her set, however, was the encore in which Mann and her band performed a faster version of the '80s Tuesday classic, "Voices Carry." Mann was undoubtedly the loosest performer of the evening, often bantering with both her bandmates and the crowd.

David Byrne has experimented with almost every type of music. From his early disjointed rock with Talking Heads to the complex latin and brazilian music from 1989's Rei Momo, Byrne's expansive musical career is indeed impressive. His set on Saturday consisted of new material that he and his band had never previously performed live. While the songs were unfamiliar, the music was very danceable and Byrne always has a stage presence that makes him one of the most distinguished and recognizable figures in music today.

Seattle's The Posies closed out the show on Saturday with a loud and powerful set. The band first gained attention a few years ago by opening up for The Replacement's on their final tour. They were also one of the first Seattle bands to be signed to a major label when they released Dear 23 on DGC Records in 1990. Consisting of guitarist-vocalists Jon Auer and Ken Stringfellow's distorted strumming and thrashing about the stage along with bassist Dave Fox and drummer Mike Musburger pounding out a solid rhythm section, The Posies stormed through their forty minute set, playing much of the material from their new album Frosting on the Baiter. While The Posies performed well, they seemed to be a poor choice to close the show. The Posies have a long musical career ahead of them before they can be in the same class with the likes of David Byrne.

Saturday's show at The Strand showcased some of the best talent in music today. The concert had a wide variety of acts and seemed to have something for everyone. Whether or not you like the Seattle rock of The Posies, the ethereal pop of The Ocean Blue or the world beat influences of David Byrne, WBRU's 24th Birthday Bash proved to be one of the best area concerts of the year.

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEW. ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB.

You can begin to develop impressive leadership skills with an Army ROTC elective. Register now without obligation.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

For more information contact:
Cpt. Nick Spellopolous
at Providence College, ROTC 865-2025

The Gavin Report's Top Ten College Albums

10. The Cranberries, Everybody Else Is Doing It, So Why Can't We?
9. The Coneheads, Soundtrack
8. Cracker, KeroseneHat
7. Sweet Relief, A Benefit for Victoria Williams
6. Urge Overkill, Saturation
5. Bjork, Debut
4. The Juliana Hatfield Three, Become What You Are
3. Catherine Wheel, Chrome
2. The Breeders, Last Splash
1. smashing Pumpkins, Siamese Dream
Siskel And Castello

by Cyndi Castello '95
Assistant A&E Editor

What is the purpose of reviewing movies that were hits two or three months ago? That is a good question and there are two good answers. For one, the movies can all be seen right here in '64 Hall this semester. Also, it is no secret that a favorite pastime of this intellectual community we belong to at Providence College is watching the idiot box and throwing back a couple of "beverages": sad but true. So consider yourself getting the edge on everyone else. Now, with no further adieu, here are four boxoffice hits that, in my opinion, either skyrocketed to the top or at the last minute had technical difficulty.

Leto's Heartbreak Hotel presents They Might Be Giants on October 2, 1993

by Cyndi Castello '95
Assistant A&E Editor

Amazing, absolutely amazing! That is how to describe Geoff's on the corner of Thayer Street and Angell Street. This is the best and probably the only sandwich shop where you can read an unlimited amount of options off multi-colored blackboards while listening to alternative rock. Basically, everyone and everything adds to the unorthodox atmosphere. Keeping in mind that it is located in the Brown/RISD vicinity, it seems that the workers are instructed to be upbeat, forward, slightly abrasive, yet not offensive and outrageously funny. While munching on your "oodles of love on bread", as my roommate once described it, there are plenty of interesting pieces of literature to read and finger through. On a brisk day, they even have a small deck for outside eating. These seem to be reasons enough to go check out Geoff's, but my favorite still hasn't been mentioned. This is great, are you ready? When purchasing anything a customer can help themselves to a boundless amount of pickles, and these are good pickles. In addition, day old breads are available to anyone who needs and/or wants them. The price is right and the food is even better. I can guarantee that an adventure to Geoff's will be an extraordinary one, without fail!

Lupo's Italian Supper

by Cyndi Castello '95
Assistant A&E Editor

These recipes were taken from Better Homes and Gardens, Meals in Minutes.

The kitchen is no longer a place solely for women. The kitchen belongs to the hungry, the curious and also the men. Is your time scarce, your wallet thin, and you mental cookbook empty? Not to fret, this is a think-fast dinner and dessert that even your mother would use probably. While head chef, remember some small hints. Never reveal what you're making because if dinner burns your roommates may believe that Ronzio's was the original plan. Never cook while your staring because there won't be much left to serve and don't forget, to many cooks spoil the stew. Be brave and cook confidently GOOD LUCK!

Scrumptious!

by Cyndi Castello '95
Assistant A&E Editor

All You Can Eat! at

LUCIA'S Restaurant

Tuesday Special: All you can eat Chicken Dinner only $5.00 with Pasta, French Fries and Salad From 4-9pm

Wednesday Special: All you can eat Pasta Dinner only $2.95 with Bread and Salad From 4-9pm For P.C. Students

868 Admiral Street, Prov. (1/2 mile up from Schnieder Arena)

Speedy Italian Supper

4 slices bacon 1/3 cup each chopped celery and onion

1-ounce can broiled sliced mushrooms, drained 1-1 pound can spaghetti in tomato sauce


1/4 cup peanut butter 2 cups milk 1/2 ounce package instant chocolate pudding

Beat peanut butter and 1/4 cup milk with rotary beater till smooth. Slowly add remaining milk, beating until well blended. Add pudding mix; blend well, about one minute. Pour into serving dishes; chill.

NEVER TOO LATE.

Think you missed the Graduate Exam deadline? Think again. With the new extended GRIL you could be taking the test tomorrow. And see your score the instant you finish. Score reports are mailed to 10 to 15 days later, in plenty of time for most schools' deadlines. Call now for instant registration.®

Sylvan Technology Centers

Educational Testing Service

1-800-GRE-ASA.P.
Greetings from the President

by Tim Henry '94
BOP President

On behalf of the Board of Programmers, I would like to welcome you all back. For anyone new to Providence College, or for those of you with your heads in the clouds, the Board of Programmers (BOP) is responsible for planning all social events on campus. The board consists of about forty students who give up many hours a week to bring first-class events to you. The board is divided into eleven committees—Coffeehouse, Entertainment, Film, Fine Arts, Lecture, Over 21, Programmers, Publicity, Social, Student Congress, and Travel.

One of our upcoming events will be the First Stag Dance, this Friday, September 24th from 8:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. in Peterson Rec Center. Sponsored by the Social Committee, this will be a great night of dancing, food, and drink—beer will be available for those over 21. Dress is semi-formal, and the doors will close at 10:00 p.m. Don't forget to bring your PC ID.

This Monday, the Lecture Committee will bring you Barry Williams, otherwise known as "Greg Brady" of The Brady Bunch. Starting at 8:00 p.m. in '64 Hall, Mr. Williams will give a lecture titled "I Was a Teenage Greg" based on his best-selling book of the same name. Admission will be $3 per person—don't miss it!

The Coffeehouse Committee continues the Brady theme on Tuesday night by showing episodes of The Brady Bunch and serving cheese fries. Coffeehouse runs every Tuesday night from 9:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m. in The Last Resort. It's a great excuse for a study break, so come down!

Look for these upcoming events in October: a scavenger hunt, comedy night, trip to Medieval Manor, and apple picking (just to name a few). Also, be sure and catch some more of our first-rate movies on Sunday and Thursday nights at 8:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m.

Because BOP is funded by your money, it is vital that we receive your input. We encourage everyone to come to our office located in Slavin 119 with his/her ideas, questions, and comments. Good luck in the upcoming year!

Lecture presents:

GREG BRADY!

by Tim Henry '94
BOP President

Barry Williams presents
"I was a Teenage Greg"

Monday, September 27
'64 Hall
8:00 p.m.
$3 Admission at the door

Fine Arts announces:

Tickets will go on sale Tuesday, September 28th for the Trinity Repertory Company's production of Mrs. Bedgewick's Head on Sunday, October 3rd.

Tickets are $7 each and can be purchased in the BOP office.

Social presents:

The First STAG!!!

Friday, September 24
Peterson Rec Center
8:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
Tickets $5 in the BOP office or at the door

* Semi-formal dress
* D.J. and dancing
* Beer with proper I.D.
* Doors close at 10 p.m.
* BRING PC I.D.!!

Coffeehouse presents:

Brady Night

with $1 Cheese Fries

Tuesday, September 28
The Last Resort
9:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m.

* Brady Bunch reruns!
* Free cheese fries if you dress '70's

Film presents:

Benny & Joon

Sunday, Sept. 26th
8:00 & 10:00 p.m.
'64 Hall
$2 Admission at the door

Stealing Home

Thursday, Sept. 30th
8:00 & 10:00 p.m.
Moore Hall
FREE Admission!!
Features

Back to School: PC Style?

by Mathew Bunnell '95
Features Writer

Well, summer is officially over and if you couldn't tell by that breeze blowing the first leaves off the trees, then the fact that the bookstore is hauling away our hard-earned money by the truckload should give it away. Fall is here. It's time to put away the speedos and sunblock and pull out the sweatshirts and raingear. It's time for football, softballers, two layers of clothes and sunsets at six o'clock. It's time for walks around campus or relaxing with your friends in the groto, on your porch or at a soccer game on a cool, sun-drenched afternoon. Most noticeably, the PC student body is out and about, anxiously awaiting the coming year and the good times ahead.

Everyone seems to be settled in. After buying and returning books, adding and dropping classes, and trying to find a job as well as a perfect setup for your room, you can finally get down to business. Whether that means spending your time getting acquainted with the works of Dickens at the library, or the works of Anheuser Busch at the local pub, all are back doing what they do best.

Now when you bump into a new acquaintance or an old drinking buddy, you can have some substance to your conversations. No more saying "What's up?" or "How do you do?" and hearing the same thing you just said as a reply. No more need for words like "chief", "big guy", "man", "dude", "buddy", "bro" (I am not familiar with the female dialect, so how about "Big Gal", "woman", or "sis")? or the worst case scenario, the wrong name. When this happens you just want to cue Homer Simpson's shriek of stupidity (i.e. "DOPE" or "GOAT" yelped loudly while the body officers like Lee Harvey Oswald when he got shot).

No more of the obligatory "How was your summer?" routine where the "Pretty good, how was yours?" reply sends you quickly on your way to conversational limbo (eerie, dreaded silence while you think of something to talk about). Don't worry because you're starting to remember everyone's name and you have things to talk about. Things like a great party, a bar getting raided, a teacher who is just a bit strange, some great play you saw on Sportscenter (Da, Da, Da... Da, Da, Da), or some new memories you've made the past couple of weeks. Yes, PC is back in the swing of things.

For some, coming back to school means nothing more than building back that old tolerance. Once again you can tell everyone how you managed to drink that half-case after you finished that liter of the hard stuff and still didn't get sick. Hey, why stop there? I bet a toilet bowl kissing, clothes staining, cop dodging, stomach pumping adventure would sure be a great story to tell your friends tomorrow over lunch (dinner for you late risers) provided of course you're not a drooling, hangover mess. The problem with having this happen, besides the fact you might not be able to eat solid food for a couple of days, is waking up the next morning and trying to piece together a night you might not want to remember.

To do this, drill yourself with the five basic questions common to all frequent party-goers at some point in time: the "who, what, when, how and why" of the night before. Specifically, "Who did I hook up with?"(could also begin with What), "What the heck did I drink last night?", "Where in God's name am I?", "How did I get all these bumps and bruises?", and the simple yet all-encompassing "Why?"

The irony of the matter is that while some days are better than others, there is a pretty good chance the following day won't be too great. With that I leave you, with the hope that everyone has an exciting, fun-filled semester; Good luck PC and stay out of Rhonda's grasp.

---

PC Super Savings

$1.00 OFF
ANY MEDIUM RONZIO PIZZA
Free Delivery on orders of $4.75 or more.
This coupon cannot be used with any other promotional coupon, special or other. Only one coupon per pizza. Limit of participating locations only. Prices may vary.

Ronzio

$2.00 OFF
ANY LARGE RONZIO PIZZA
Free Delivery on orders of $4.75 or more.
This coupon cannot be used with any other promotional coupon, special or other. Only one coupon per pizza. Limit of participating locations only. Prices may vary.

Ronzio

Medium Special
2 Medium Cheese Pizzas for only $6.99 plus tax
Ronzio

Large Special
2 Large Cheese Pizzas for only $10.99 plus tax
Ronzio

Call Now!
8-2777
On-campus
274-3282
Off-campus

Ronzio Pizza

Top 10 Reasons to Read The Cowl

by the Features Staff

1. For the $100,000 scratchoff game inside
2. To read when the latest from Ray Cafe hits you hard
3. To find out who Greg Brady is sneaking now
4. To find out what the administration is whining about
5. To hunt through the Roving Photographer in search of the perfect JRW date
6. For Dr. Ruth's weekly guest column
7. Because you don't have enough Civ reading
8. You have to do something after paritals!
9. For page after page reminders that Ronzio's Pizzeria really does exist
10. Because every word you read is ours - we're not censored - HONEST!!
Nutrition Notes
by Vera Schomer '96

Features Editor

Trying to keep the pounds off while maintaining nourishment can be a challenge at PC, especially if you eat at Raymond Cafeteria and Hemenway Dining Hall. Weight disorders seem to be a way of life for many students, and infectious and general exhaustion among the student body.

Unfortunately, bad eating habits and lack of sleep don't add up to anything but poor health and poor grades. So what ought to be done to remedy this situation? First you must know about the fundamentals of dieting.

You know that skipping meals, fasting or eating abnormally small amounts of food, or making drastic weight changes can be dangerous. The key word here is metabolism. When you lose too little, your metabolic rate slows down and a starvation state can result. Even eating a few of your favorite things every day will have you eating to be used as energy. Your body begins burning your muscle, fat and proteins, and you get thin.

But once you realize that you are losing weight, you need to start making and storing fat faster than when you began your eating disorder. The way you do this is by adding more food to your diet. You have no muscle under your skin, except in your hands and feet. If you are stuck in this starvation mode, try exercising regularly. This will build up your metabolism and eat lots of protein and fiber-rich foods.

Nutrition is key for beginners or those just concerned with maintaining their weight, not losing it.

Fats. A low-fat diet is essential for someone trying to eat for a healthy weight. However, fat is necessary for insulation, cushioning, energy storage and brain transport. But did you know that for every pound of fat gained, you also gain eight miles of blood vessels? That's quite a strain on your circulatory system! Anyway, always go for unsaturated fats such as vegetable oils, and avoid coconut and palm oil, and those labeled, "partially hydrogenated."

In thecaf, avoid gravies, cheese sauces, mayonnaise, whole milk, cream, creamed soups, sauces, fruit ice, creamed soups, and canned, curried soups like hot dogs, bacon and cold cuts.

Carbohydrates. Another thing to cut down on is simple sugars found in your candies, cookies, soft drinks, sauces, and white breads. They, like alcohol, are a bunch of empty calories, but rest assured, they won't kill your brain cells. Stick with whole grain breads, non-kid cereals, green peas, potatoes and other fiber-rich vegetables. Whenever possible, whenever possible, make sure your energy always has a fruit from the caf to eat before a work, study or eating session. And if you are going to drink, please eat something first for the sake of your digestive system.

Protein. To get an adequate amount of protein each day for bodily functions and muscle growth, drink lots of skim milk, and eggs, lean meats, cheese, yogurt and beans. Also, green vegetables are important for getting our much needed calcium. Vitamins. In terms of vitamins, broccoli is power food, green beans, carrots, peas, apricots and squash all provide different vitamins. In general, eating with citrus fruits, tomatoes, strawberries, and green peppers and cantaloupe provide us with Vitamin C as well as to eat RED meat and dark green vegetables for iron. Red meat is a good source of protein. Raymond meat doesn't turn you on, but go out to eat or a burger or a steak. It's good. Lots of fruits, vegetables and grains will keep you up to date. If you're not wild about vegetables, consider investing in a multiple vitamin supplement available at local health food stores.

Ph. One thing a college student must be wary of is too much acidity in the diet. Stress combined with an empty stomach or acid food can lead to an ulcer and even break-outs. But many important nutrients, such as Vitamin C, come from acid foods. So the thing to remember is not to eat these foods alone. Eat them with acid absorbing foods such as milk and bread. If you find acidity to be a problem for you (burning stomach, etc.), always drink milk in the mornings. Milk products, even when pure and unflavored, are a great way to disperse the stomach's acid. Also consider taking calcium-based antacids such as Tums.

Some well-balanced meals not to be missed are fish, chicken fajitas, tacos and stir-fries. Frozen yogurt, with only little sugar in it, fat, four grams of protein and 15% of the RDA for calcium is also a nutritious treat.

Maintaining or losing weight in college is not easy. You may not really want to go on a diet at first. In chicken fajitas, tacos and stir-fries. Frozen yogurt, with only little sugar in it, fat, four grams of protein and 15% of the RDA for calcium is also a nutritious treat.

Maintaining or losing weight in college is not easy. You may not really want to go on a diet at first. In this case, your problem lies in your eating habits. If you are eating mostly fruits and vegetables, it is time to exercise. If you are eating mainly foods rich in calories, it is time to get obsessed with it. After all, being thin does not necessarily mean being healthy.

Smile, You're on PCTV!
by Tina Kloter '95

Asst. Features Editor

We now have our very own TV station. Due to unprecedented student interest, a student production has gained acceptance in a TV station for the college. And it's a good thing, too. Ever since last spring, students had been trying around for the sake of a new television system.

To begin with, Protein. To get an adequate amount of protein each day for bodily functions and muscle growth, drink lots of skim milk, and eggs, lean meats, cheese, yogurt and beans. Also, green vegetables are important for getting our much needed calcium. Vitamins. In terms of vitamins, broccoli is power food, green beans, carrots, peas, apricots and squash all provide different vitamins. In general, eating with citrus fruits, tomatoes, strawberries, and green peppers and cantaloupe provide us with Vitamin C as well as to eat RED meat and dark green vegetables for iron. Red meat is a good source of protein. Raymond meat doesn't turn you on, but go out to eat or a burger or a steak. It's good. Lots of fruits, vegetables and grains will keep you up to date. If you're not wild about vegetables, consider investing in a multiple vitamin supplement available at local health food stores.

Ph. One thing a college student must be wary of is too much acidity in the diet. Stress combined with an empty stomach or acid food can lead to an ulcer and even break-outs. But many important nutrients, such as Vitamin C, come from acid foods. So the thing to remember is not to eat these foods alone. Eat them with acid absorbing foods such as milk and bread. If you find acidity to be a problem for you (burning stomach, etc.), always drink milk in the mornings. Milk products, even when pure and unflavored, are a great way to disperse the stomach's acid. Also consider taking calcium-based antacids such as Tums.

Some well-balanced meals not to be missed are fish, chicken fajitas, tacos and stir-fries. Frozen yogurt, with only little sugar in it, fat, four grams of protein and 15% of the RDA for calcium is also a nutritious treat.

Maintaining or losing weight in college is not easy. You may not really want to go on a diet at first. In this case, your problem lies in your eating habits. If you are eating mostly fruits and vegetables, it is time to exercise. If you are eating mainly foods rich in calories, it is time to get obsessed with it. After all, being thin does not necessarily mean being healthy.
Where to Turn When You Feel Like a Freshman

by Bridget Hughes '96
Asst. Features Editor

Are you feeling lost, scared - maybe even a little pathetic? Never fear, Bridget's here! I am your personal guide to PC's system. When you feel the need to panic, or scream, just refer to this article. It might help, it might not, but it probably will be the only sane thing you read all year.

The RA - (a.k.a. - your best friend or your worst enmy) You don't know if the resident assistant will hurt you or help you until it comes down to the point where you did something wrong. Then the moment of truth comes - will you get written up?

Quiet Hours - (a.k.a. - Loud as you can be hours) Technically they are supposed to be from 8:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m. However, they only seem to be enforced when the RA has an exam.

Mail - (a.k.a. - no one loves me because my mailbox is empty) Last year I used to get excited about getting to go out, but have a mailbox empty 90% of the time and the other 10% full - of Ronzio's coupons, makes going to get mail a chore. Not to mention I would check my mailbox three times a day until I learned that although my roommate's mail came early, mine didn't. I can say one good thing came out of this tragic mail saga - I saved time by not going to Slavin three times a day.

The Phone - (a.k.a. - let's see how much money I can get from home because I can't pay my phone bill) No one realizes how dangerous the phone can be until the first phone bill comes. Although AT&T allows you to reach out and touch someone, they don't allow you to do it until you reach into your wallet to find money to pay them. Suddenly AT&T is your worst enemy - besides your RA.

Civ Exams - (a.k.a. - why did I wait to start studying the night before the exam?) Better yet, why did I come to PC where I would be forced to take Civ? Why not? After the initial panic of realizing that you have to grasp all the material that was covered in four weeks and trying to cram it in your head in just hours, the panic leaves, and you soon realize that this is fun. Think - study groups, popcorn, everyone else panicking. And now is the time to use those Ronzio's coupons, and of course AT&T comes in handy when you call home in tears after getting a D or an F. And no, D doesn't stand for dynamite.

Ray Cafe - (a.k.a. - your substitute for a laxative) Just beware that you don't eat too much of Raymond's pancakes at breakfast when you have an 8:30. You might be spending more time in the bathroom than in class.

Parietals - (a.k.a. - The Honor System) Yes folks - we are now on our honor to not have the opposite sex in our rooms after 12 or 2. I am surprised they don't have us call in to report when we get home at night, or better yet, they don't come around to tuck us in.

The Shuttle - (a.k.a. - your AA Taxi Service) At first the idea of taking the shuttle may seem embarrassing. However, it seems worse to try to find your way home after a tough night at Brad's or Louie's on foot. So, soon, you along with hundreds of other drunken fools will be fighting the crowd for the shuttle just like you fight the crowds for a beer at Louie's.

The Weather - (a.k.a. - if you like to swim - you picked the right college) It is an undeniable fact - it rains here 70% of the time, and snows the other 30%. So if you like water, gray skies, and snow that will melt and turn into more water - you have come to the right place. (I.e.- life preservers and rowboats are located in Peterson.)

Yuk Thuck - (a.k.a. - greasy food, cheap prices, enough said)

Well, fellow students, our tour has ended, but hopefully your career at PC has not. It's really a wonderful place to learn social as well as academic lessons, along with survival methods. After 4 years at PC, you will be ready for an advanced outward bound course. Why? Well, after all, you will have overcome great obstacles - like trying not to starve when you avoid Ray Cafe's food, fighting the 20 below weather with 100mph wind-chill, trying various ways to sneak around PC miles and finding shortcuts through what would otherwise be very long paths, which in turn would lead to four very long years.

Senior Year: Don't Let It Pass You By

by Beth Brezinski '94
Features Editor

I don't know about you, but I feel like I never left PC for summer vacation. As a senior, nothing is new or unfamiliar to me now; I'm familiar with all the usual campus activities. I've been to all the local bars, and I have my established group of friends (although I'm always willing to meet new people).

For those of us who are not going on to further our education, this will be the last year of homework (or blowing it off in some cases), quizzes, exams, and studying (or again, blowing it off). We'll all have our last first stab, last fall Grotto Mass, possibly our last chance to dress up in Halloween costumes, our last Midnight Madness, last Parent's Weekend, and so on. I don't mean to depress anyone, but it's true that all these things will come and go before we know it.

To cheer things up a little, there is so much to look forward to this year including the aforementioned activities, 194 days, 94 days, Spring Break, and of course, Commencement Week. This year seems potentially the best of our lives. It is not necessarily what happened in the past but what we make of it now that determines what this year has in store for us.

Senior photograph chairperson for the Commencement Core, I am anxious and excited about capturing on film all the highlights of our last year together. I want to see lots of smiles, friends, and memorable moments.

I want to wish my fellow classmates a great year and hope to see everyone out enjoying themselves to the fullest. Now is not the time to wonder about what could have been; you have to enjoy the present and take advantage of what the future holds!
Be a part of "The Bunch" when

"Greg Brady"
Comes to PC ...
BOP Lecture Committee presents:
Barry Williams:
"I Was A Teenage Greg"

Monday, September 27
'64 Hall, Slavin Center
8:00 p.m.

Admission:
Only $3 !!!
Tickets available at the door

LSAT
GRE
GMAT
MCAT

Expert Teachers
Permanent Centers
Total Training

Call now!
1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
RULES
Hey Leo... Isn't it great to be back?

Yeah, seeing all these freshmen makes me want to back and try to remember my first year here.

Too Fuzzy, Screw It I need a Drink...

PC vs. URI

Sept. 25th
SAT 1:00
Vesie Street Field

"Chics dig us...
Guys wanna be like us"

To Beat Instigate and Intimidate...
PC's Hidden Gem: Volleyball Team's Winning Tradition

Christian Potts '94
Sports Writer

Bump. Set. Spike. To the average PC student, those words mean very little. In fact, if you put them together in a sentence and asked people to identify what you were talking about, they wouldn't have a clue. But ask any of the eleven members of PC Women's Volleyball team, and their eyes would likely light up and they would quickly explain the significance of those three words. Very few students know about women's volleyball.

Volleyball

on campus, but that should soon change, because PC has a Division I powerhouse team right in their own backyard. A talk with Coach Dick Bagge quickly reveals two things: he knows his sport and his players, and 2) this sport and its players are exciting. Volleyball is a rare sport that combines the coordination and timing of tennis with the athleticism and teamwork of basketball. In short, it is an exciting game that allows its players to showcase all-around defensive and offensive skills. Consider this: senior captain Missy Dawson, a four-year starter, is number one in the nation in Digs per Game (according to the AVCA National Player Statistical Rankings, week of September 12, 1993), an important defensive statistic which she finished eighth in last season; and, even more impressive, junior setter Marrie Panek is number two in the nation in Hitting Percentage, an offensive statistic, and is number eleven in the nation in Digs per Game, which is especially notable because it is an indication of her all-around play. So before you flip to the article about baseball or the one on soccer, stick around. PC has another powerhouse sport.

Thus far, the PC Women's Volleyball squad is 9-4 on the season. Coming off a 26-11 season a year ago in which they finished in a three-way tie for first with Pittsburgh and Seton Hall in the Big East with a 5-2 conference record and which they lost only one starter. "I would be disappointed if we weren't competing for the Big East title again this season" says Coach Bagge, and a quick look up and down the roster shows just why Coach Bagge has every reason to feel confident and enthusiastic. The Lady Friars this year are an unusually tall team with five six-footers, as well as five players who were picked as all-tournament team members at various tournaments last season, most notably Missy Dawson and Alleen Kopperski, who were picked as MVP's of different tournaments (Dawson at the URI Volleyball Classic and Kopperski at the Hartford Classic). With the addition of talented freshmen Becky Loftus and Sarah Parsons as well as the leadership of senior captain and outside hitter Missy Dawson, senior outside hitter Catie Rohrs and senior middle/ outside hitter Karen Nieman, the Lady Friars seem ready to step up to the next level and be recognized nationally as a serious program to be respected. After what Coach Bagge called a "great preseason," expectations are high. The Lady Friars went into their season-opening tournament at the University of Hartford on September 4 playing strong and continued their good play with a 3-1 finish in the tournament. But on September 13, they suffered a setback with a loss to Northwestern at home in Alumni Hall here on the PC campus. But they bounced back with a 3-0 sweep of the UPenn Tourney on the weekend of September 10-11, and they appeared to be playing solidly, finishing up their preseason Big East Conference number two ranking. But then came the afternoon of Sunday, September 12 and the University of Toledo came to Alumni Hall. In what proved to be a very tough afternoon, the Lady Friars were swept 3-0, dropping their record to 6-3. The following weekend they played in the Colegate Invitational tourney, advancing to the semifinal match, only to fall to Princeton because of a breakdown of fundamentals, especially blocking and defense, something Coach Bagge believes should be much better and stronger, given their great height, for as Coach says "Blocking sets our offense up. Our defense can help our offense when it is on." With an impressive win against Hartford on Tuesday night (despite the absence of senior captain Missy Dawson, who has been sidelined by a sore ankle and is due back next week) The Lady Friars seem to be shaping up for the Big East Conference season, which begins for the Women's squad on Saturday, October 2, with a matchup against a very strong UConn team here on the PC campus. The PC Women's Volleyball team faces inter-state rival URI, as well as a team from Shenandoah which is expected to be a strong test for the Lady Friars. The Lady Friars are coming off a three-round trip to the West Coast, where they swept three-round trip to the West Coast, where they swept two of three games, and they look forward to the challenge of URI.

Senior Missy Dawson will be under the watchful eye of Coach Dick Bagge (background) in her final campaign at PC.

Invitational and the Quaker Classic. With the addition of talented freshmen Becky Loftus and Sarah Parsons as well as the leadership of senior captain and outside hitter Missy Dawson, senior outside hitter Catie Rohrs and senior middle/ outside hitter Karen Nieman, the Lady Friars seem ready to step up to the next level and be recognized nationally as a serious program.
Tennis Teams Slam Into Fall Season

Seniors Vital to Success on Both Sides This Year

"Even though it has taken longer
than expected, we'll have an
excellent facility for tennis once
the courts are finished. It's just
been difficult for the team,
because we've had to practice at
the field house or at local courts," explained coach LaBranche. The
end result of this problem is a
lack of playing time and on-court
instruction. None of these
inconveniences have affected
the Lady Friars though, who
have gotten off to an impressive
3-1 start. After opening the
season on September 11 with a
6-3 loss to Seton Hall, PC
rebonded the next day with a
7-2 win over the University of
Vermont. This is especially
impressive considering the Lady
Friars have been playing home
matches at Brown, their "home
away from home". The Lady
Friars continued their winning
ways last week, shutting out both
UMASS and The University of New Hampshire
9-0. Coach LaBranche predicted,
"we have a number of returning
seniors, which makes this a very
experienced team. They expect
to do very well this fall".
LaBranche is also very pleased
with the play of his returnees
and newcomers; "Karen Taylor
has improved greatly over last
season, and Gretchen Maggard,
one of our freshmen, played very
well against Seton Hall." Not
to be forgotten though is senior
Kristin Brooks, the Lady Friar
mainstay. Facing stiff
competition at last weekend's
Syracuse Invitational, Brooks
advanced to the finals,
eventually bowing to one of the
topranked players in the country
6-4, 6-4. Whenever this group
feels a letdown, senior leaders
such as Brooks and Doryn
Hughes can carry a team.
The men's brief fall season,
besides an uncertain beginning,
shows a lot of promise with their
own "Fab Five". The Friar
men opened with a 5-4 loss
to Seton Hall, but LaBranche
explained, "Because of our lack
of court time, none of the walk-
ons have gotten to try out and
our ladder was partial
guéswork for this match." Once
the courts are in place,
LaBranche feels he'll be able
to better evaluate the men and
create a consistent ladder.
There is no question at the
top though, where seniors Tom
Noss and Steve Sullivan will be
the team anchors. Back to the
"Fab Five", "John Webber has been
tremendous, and John O'Neill
has been impressive at both
singles and doubles," informed
LaBranche. Rounding out this
youthful quintet are 1992 Rhode
Island High School champ
Aaron Berman, Mike Taylor, and
Rob Newton. While the
lower campus courts receive
some finishing touches this
weekend, the Lady Friars hope
to continue their winning ways
this weekend when they to the
Rutgers ITA Qualifier. The
winner of this tournament, featuring
PC, Boston College, and Rutgers
will advance to a future ITA
round. Meanwhile, the men will
test their mettle at the
combative Yale Invitational.
Alive and Kickin' Balanced Scoring Leads Lady Friars to 2-2-1 Start

The season started off on the downside for Providence when they dropped their first game at New Hampshire 4-1. Sophomore Erin Vailla had the only goal of the game for PC with assist coming from Jenn Meade and Kerry Lyons. Providence’s home opener was a successful one against Big East rival St. Johns. The lone goal of the match was an unassisted one from sophomore Meade.

Women’s Soccer

Liz Holmes. Following the St. Johns game, Providence squared off with Colgate and had to settle for 0-0 in spite of out shooting Colgate 19-9. It was the second straight game in which Senior Wendy Cafra was able to produce a shutout for the Friars. The game against UConn was one that was very disheartening for the Friars. In a game dominated by Friar defense and UConn goal keeping, the Friars were able to outshoot the Huskies 26-10. However, the Friars were upset in overtime and lost 1-0. The Friars next traveled to Villanova and were able to pull out a overtime victory of their own. Karen Stouffer scored her first goal of the season for the game winner.

As you can see there are great expectations for this team which is well balanced with senior leadership and confident underclassmen. They are already setting their sights towards capturing their first ever Big East tournament and earning a berth to the NCAA. With games against Brown and Monmouth over the next week, the Friars have their work cut out for them.

Men’s Soccer Underway

The 1993 Providence Friars men's soccer season is now underway. Piloted by coach Bill Doyle starting his twenty-sixth season with the team, hopes are high that he can rebound the club from a sub-par 6-7-4 record last season and two consecutive seasons below .500. Doyle, who has been with the men's soccer team since the inception of the program in 1968, entered this season with a career 196-133-32 record. He last recently won his milestone 200th game as the Friars coach. The trademarks of Doyle's teams are discipline and consistency. This year team is no exception. The team looks for the maturity and experience gained last year by having so many untested players thrust into the lineup to greatly benefit the team this season. And with a 2-5-1 record in Big East play last year they hope they will fare better in their second trip through the conference. With key players Sean McDermott '94, Sean Clark '94, and Matt Baldwin '95 returning this season, the Friars feel they have the talent and the firepower to return to the level of play that had become almost synonymous with Providence Soccer.

Look for soccer results and reaction from Coach Doyle in next week's Cowl.
Up Close: With Cathy Guden

Derek Stout '95
Sports Interloper

If there were two siblings that represented the work ethic and dedication that Providence College athletics are noted for during the last five years, it would be the brother-sister duo of Dave and Cathy Guden. Dave was a standout on the Providence Hockey team who graduated in 1990, but will soon be remembered simply as the brother of Cathy Guden. Cathy, a senior, Midfielder for the P.C. Field Hockey team, is currently sixth (with one year remaining) on the All-Time Providence College scoring leaders list. Cathy is a co-captain this year for the Friars and ranks as one of the premier players in the country. She is returning from a 1992 season that saw her named as a first team All-American and saw the team climb to as high as seventh in the NCAA polls. However, this year the team has lost seven seniors and is off to a 2-2-1 start. Cathy however regards the team’s youth as somewhat of an advantage. “The team is really young which other schools realize, and many will take us lightly as a result, but we could surprise a lot of teams with our young players.” So far the Friars have surprised some teams including highly rated played, but basically I try to lead by example.” Leading by example is an attribute that coach Jackie Barto sees in Cathy. Cathy is an exciting player to watch. She creates offensively with her speed and stick skills, and in the same sense is still very team oriented; she is unselfish and an outstanding leader.” Personally Cathy feels there is a lot she expects of herself returning from an All-American performance in her junior year. “There are high expectations this year which will make it tougher on me as well as the fact the I do not have elder and more experienced players around me. I do feel added pressure being a senior on a young team, but all I can ask of myself is to go out and play my best.” Cathy will be the key to the Friars’ success this season and will once again be a candidate for All-American honors. But Providence College has offered her more than just athletic success. “I have met a lot of nice people and have learned to set long term goals. Being a student-athlete has also taught me time management which many younger athletes take time to learn.” The senior co-captain believes the key to winning the Big East and moving on to the NCAA’s will be in overcoming Villanova and Boston College. The Friars are currently on their way led by Cathy who has a team leading twenty-seven shots on goal this season. However it will be a difficult road ahead for Cathy as the opposition is constantly marking her the whole game and keeping her goals to a minimum five games into the season. But Cathy is used to overcoming obstacles, having grown up with four brothers whom she constantly competed against.

The Guden’s have brought a lot of excitement to the P.C. sports scene throughout the years, sadly the legacy will end with Cathy graduating this year. After graduation Cathy has plans to go on to graduate school, and eventually find a position within the Sports Administrative field.

Senior All-America Cathy Guden hopes to lead PC field hockey to another successful campaign.

Congratulations
Coach Doyle!

The entire Cowl sports staff would like to send our congratulations to men’s soccer head coach Bill Doyle who recorded his 200th career victory on Sunday against UMass. Doyle is presently in his 26th season of coaching at PC. During his tenure, he has compiled a 200-135-2 record. Hopefully, the PC community will be grateful with his presence for many years to come. Good luck to you, Coach, as you start building towards win number 300!

This Week In Providence College Sports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Opponent</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Friday, Sept 24</td>
<td>7:30 PM</td>
<td>Women's Volleyball vs. Sherbrooke</td>
<td>Rhode Island Invitational</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday, Sept 25</td>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Men's Tennis at Yale Invitational</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday, Sept 25</td>
<td>12:00 PM</td>
<td>Men's Golf at Big East Championships</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday, Sept 25</td>
<td>1:00 PM</td>
<td>Women's Tennis at Grass Court Champs</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday, Sept 25</td>
<td>1:00 PM</td>
<td>Men's Golf at Big East Championships</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday, Sept 25</td>
<td>2:00 PM</td>
<td>Men's Golf at Big East Championships</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday, Sept 25</td>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Women's Field Hockey at Harvard</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday, Sept 25</td>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Women's Field Hockey at Harvard</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday, Sept 25</td>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Men's Soccer at Monmouth</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday, Sept 25</td>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Women's Tennis at ITA Qualifier</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday, Sept 25</td>
<td>3:30 PM</td>
<td>WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY VS. BOSTON COLLEGE</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday, Sept 25</td>
<td>3:30 PM</td>
<td>MEN'S TENNIS VS. HARTFORD</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday, Sept 29</td>
<td>3:00 PM</td>
<td>Women's Soccer vs. Dartmouth</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday, Sept 29</td>
<td>3:00 PM</td>
<td>Women's Soccer vs. Dartmouth</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday, Sept 29</td>
<td>3:30 PM</td>
<td>HOME GAMES IN CAPS</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Annica Ambrose '96
Sports Writer

A heroine knows no boundaries," is a quote for the day. For the Providence College Field Hockey team, "out of bounds" is merely a painted line on the field.

The Lady Friars have played six games so far this season, posting a record of 3-2-1. The schedule kicked off with a win at home against Ohio State, followed by their first Big East game, which ended in a disappointing tie with UCONN, after an exhausting double overtime.

Coach Jackie Barto feels that this talented group of players have yet to reach their potential, but are learning with each game. One learning experience occurred when Providence opposed the minutemen of UMASS, who were ranked fourth in the country at the time. Proving to be a tough loss, the young PC team had a taste of some intense competition.

More lessons were learned on the road against Creighton, where the Lady Friars had no trouble dominating with a 4-0 victory. The promising Lady Friars then suffered a staggering loss to Villanova, where they felt the lack of reaching potential.

Teamwork and fundamental play is the formula for success. Offensively, field balance and ball support will be key, along with giving the ball carrier options. Senior co-captain, Cathy Guden, a returning All American, will be integral in the offensive attack.

Defensive play is tipped-off with senior co-captain, goalie Gina Martiniello, who has been clutch in the crease this year. Martiniello agrees with Coach Barto on the fact that the young team has yet to put into action what they have in store, often sitting back on the defensive end.

Field Hockey

Wednesday afternoon, Providence fired up a win against Holy Cross, with a final score of 2-1. Coach Barto had been looking forward to this game to bring momentum and give confidence to her team. PC seemingly outplayed the Crusaders in the first half, though the score remained 0-0. In the second half, it was time to turn it on with a goal scored just one minute into play by junior forward/midfielder, Melissa Mills. Junior Kim Robbins stepped up from the back position to score a second goal with less than eleven minutes to go. Both scores were assisted by Cathy Guden. Martiniello was key in feeding off three shots until Holy Cross' Stacy Franklin managed to slide one by for a goal with eight minutes left in the game.

"Playing as a unit" is imperative for a successful season, according to Coach Barto. Gina Martiniello already senses an apparent closeness among her teammates early on in the season. Promising freshman sweeper, Kathleen Schanne, also feels "the positive effects of how well the team gets along," even as a newcomer.

Come to Hendrickson Field and see for yourself that when it comes to potential for the Providence College Field Hockey team, there is no "out of bounds".

Cross Country

Both at New Hampshire and at the Central Connecticut Invitational, all members did a fantastic job of contributing to the victories and picking up the slack for the several runners who are out with injuries. The meet at UNH was won by Friar Co-Captain Andy Keith. Keith was followed closely by teammates Nick Jackson, a junior from New Zealand, and David Healy, the freshman phenom from Ireland. Andy Wedlake, Jose Libano, and Jesse Cody also ran strong races and contributed to the team's first place finish at UNH. Meanwhile, the following day in Connecticut, the Friars cruised to victory at the Central CT Invitational. The squad was led by freshman Michael Donnally's first place finish. Following closely in his footsteps were Matt Kenney, Nicholas Kent, Stephen Myers, and Michael O'Connor. Particularly key to this year's squad and their current ranking of #2 in the nation is the added boost provided by the talented freshman runners. According to Coach Ray Tracy, "Healy and the other freshman on the squad have all been running very well and have contributed nicely to the depth of this year's squad." That "depth" will play.

Coach Ray Tracy has built national powerhouses for PC in both men's and women's cross country. "We have the capability of taking this team a long way," says Coach Tracy. "The women's squad will also run in this weekend's Boston College Invitational and is expecting a big victory. "Because of the added depth, this could be one of our best teams ever. If everyone stays healthy, we have a strong chance of winning the NCAA Championship," states Coach Tracy.

Both squads are looking for victorious weekends and very successful seasons. It certainly sounds as if they are on their way.

Inside Sports: Bill Doyle's 200th Victory (p.23) / Interview with Cathy Guden (p.23)